
Who were the first people to publicly demand
a halt to the COVID vax program?
The people who called this early are the people that the authorities should be
listening to now.
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There were a LOT of people who publicly called for a halt to the COVID vaccines
shortly a�er they were rolled out. This is just a partial list. I’m going to have to create a
survey form to get a complete list!

These dates are in 2021:

1. Dr. Peter McCullough: March 10

2. Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche: March 24 (possibly earlier)

3. Janci Lindsay: April 23

4. Mike Yeadon: May 15

5. Steve Kirsch: May 25

6. Byram Bridle: May 26

7. Robert Malone: May 30

8. Bret Weinstein: Jun 10

9. Wayne Root: Jul 20

Others have mentioned these people, but I don’t have dates. When I do, I will update the
master list. Thanks for your help.

1. Dr Lee Merritt

2. Judy Mikovits

3. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi
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4. Delores Cahill

5. David Martin

6. Prof Dr Stefan Hockertz

7. Dr Wolfgang Wodarg

8. Dr Reiner Fuellmich

9. Prof Dr Luc Montagnier

10. Dr Stefan Lanka

11. Dr Vladimir Zelenko

12. many more…

Peter McCullough
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He testi�ed publicly on March 10, 2021 to stop the shots.

He’s called everything right from the start. He was de�nitely saying stop the madness
before March 24. His website is full of his articles warning people of the consequences.

On May 15, 2021, Mike Yeadon gave a public speech where he said the vaccines should
be pulled (see this video at 11:20).

Geert Vanden Bossche

Mike Yeadon
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On May 25, 2021, I risked my job and my reputation by publicly, in writing, calling for a
halt to the COVID vaccine in a long op-ed in TrialSiteNews. I also called out Tony
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Fauci, among others, for his role in the disaster. I was unaware of Dr. Yeadon’s work at
the time, but I used a very similar method (looking at VAERS).

Note: I used the word “pause” in the op-ed because the editors at TrialSiteNews told me

that “pause” would be more acceptable to their reader than “stop.”

Here’s the proof from the Wayback machine:
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You can read more about my story here including a link to a PDF of the original article
and my attempts to bring public attention to the problem.
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On May 26, 2021, Byram Bridle announced in a CCCA call the biodistribution data that
he obtained from the Japanese government showing the vaccine didn’t stay in the arm.
He later did various media spots to get the word out a�er the CCCA meeting.

On May 30, 2021, Robert Malone published an op-ed in TrialSiteNews about the ethical

problems with the vaccine.

A�er the CCCA call with Byram (which by sheer luck I happened to be on), I contacted
Bret Weinstein and requested an episode to expose this. He said it would be better if
there was someone with medical credentials who would say the same thing. I o�ered
that Robert Malone would be the perfect choice so that people would take what we had

to say seriously.

We �lmed that Darkhorse podcast on June 10, 2021:

1. A condensed version of the famous DarkHorse podcast with Bret Weinstein and
Robert Malone (only 1 hour).

2. A repost of the original 3.5 hour DarkHorse podcast is available on Rumble(1 hour

version, full version).

That video got around 1M views before YouTube censored it.

I also want to call out those special people who encouraged the public to ignore the
safety data in plain sight. Rather than try to explain it, they encouraged you to ignore it!

For example…

Eric Formeister, May 26, 2021

Byram Bridle

Robert Malone

Bret Weinstein

Special recognition for those who encouraged the public to
ignore the safety data
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"I can't believe people are using this database [VAERS] now to try to form this
antivaccination argument," says Eric Formeister, an ear surgeon at Johns Hopkins
University.

Formeister claimed that sudden hearing loss was NOT associated with the COVID
vaccine in this JAMA paper. In fact, they speculated that the COVID vaccines might
even be protective! Wow. This is a stunning statement. Really stunning.

However, I am just a misinformation superspreader, and Eric is the authority and his
paper is in the peer-reviewed medical literature.

Here’s what 32 years of VAERS data says, by vaccine type:

In other words, it’s about over 250X more likely that you’ll develop sudden hearing loss
a�er the COVID vaccine than background rates (note that this is 32 years worth of
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history for all the vaccines, not all of which started 32 years ago). Does that sound
protective to you?

OK, so if the vaccine didn’t cause it, what did?

It took me 10 seconds to do this query.

If Professor Formeister would like to debate me on this, let’s have a public discussion.
HE SHOULD RETRACT HIS PAPER if he was an honest guy. But he won’t and he
won’t agree to be challenged. This is how “science” works.

Special mention for the fact that the entire pandemic was completely unnecessary. 3
supplements work better than vaccines and are safe and cheap. All the lockdowns,
masking, vaccines, mandates, social distancing, etc. were all unnecessary. And even
though this is now known, nobody will pay attention since it will make them look bad.

"Uptake of vitamin C, vitamin D and zinc were signi�cantly associated with the reduced
risk of infection and severity of COVID-19 (OR: 0.006 (95% CI: 0.03–0.11) (p = 0.004)) and

(OR: 0.03 (95% CI: 0.01–0.22) (p = 0.005))... this study was conducted before the start of
mass vaccination against COVID-19 in Bangladesh." https://www.mdpi.com/2072-
6643/14/23/5029

That's over 150x decreased risk just from taking these 3 dirt-cheap supplements that
everyone has known to be safe + e�ective for decades! And it was all pre-vax, it was for

the original Wuhan strain that was most dangerous!

There are so many who did not comply. Here is one story…

Note: I met Chris a few months ago in Southern California. The video is short.

Dr. Chris Rake removed from UCLA for being Unvaccinated (Oct 4, 2021)

3 cheap, known, safe supplements which are safer and more
effective than any COVID vaccine

Special mention for those who didn’t comply
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"Dr. Christopher Rake, MD, MPH has been an anesthesiologist at UCLA for 15 years
with a stellar record. But he drew the line in the sand and said "No" to Dr. Tomas
Aragon's arrogant vaccine mandate. His punishment for refusing this assault on his

personal bodily autonomy and his freedoms?: he was escorted o� the premises of
UCLA Westwood Hospital and told not to return. Oct 4, 2021"

DR. CHRISTOPHER RAKE: OK I am being escorted out of 200 Medical Plaza at
Westwood Santa Monica for standing up for freedom. We've got Edward Galvin here.
Say hi, sir. What's your title, sir? And Andrea Eggins.

EDWARD GALVIN: Don't come near me.

DR. CHRIS RAKE: What's your title sir?

EDWARD GALVIN: Don't come near me.

DR. CHRIS RAKE: OK.

EDWARD GALVIN: Keep walking.

DR. CHRIS RAKE: And this is what happens when you stand up for freedom and you

show up to work, willing to work, despite being unvaccinated. And this is the price you
have to pay sometimes. What they don't realize is, I'm willing to lose everything, job,
paycheck, freedom, even my life for this cause. Be well. United we stand, divided we fall.

[Dr. Rake stops walking and turns the the camera on Edward Galvin]

EDWARD GALVIN: If you keep coming close to me, I'll take that as a threat. I'm telling

you that right now. I want to be fair to you.

This article ended up requiring much more research than I can spend on this at the
moment. If you are interested in identifying the other people who deserve to be
recognized, please use the Contact me link so we can update this article with the

additional names. Thanks!

I need a volunteer interested in finishing this article to identify
those who made a public call to stop the shots early
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1,017 Comments
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FLY 21 min ago

What about the fact that all the people on the list at some stage were advocating the
vaccine. ( is this a part of the Amnesty call) ?What about the fact that all inoculations are
advocated across the board! What about the people who called a stop before the vaccine
even started. People who refused lockdown, people who were man handled and threatened
by police, people who have criminal records. What about those people, or do we have to
have a public name? What about the men and women who were saying this is going to
happen years ago.
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Cathie 42 min ago

Also Dr. Jeff Barke in California.
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